**PRODUCTS**

**Fluid insecticide controls more than 100 insects**

The O.M. Scott & Sons Fluid Insecticide is formulated to offer one of the widest spectrums provided by one product, as it controls more than 100 turf, tree and ornamental-damaging insects, including consistent control of the white grub complex.

Scotts says the water-based formulation is easy to handle and mix, and fits easily into an “integrated pest management” spray program.

**Gain spectrum control with tree, shrub insecticide**

Pageant DF from DowElanco is specially formulated for tree and shrub care.

Pageant protects trees and shrubs from virtually all troublesome worms, beetles, borers, scales and aphids. When the spray dries, it bonds tightly to trees and shrubs, and doesn’t wash away, even in heavy rain. Comes in a convenient dry flowable formulation.

**Soil modifiers can help turfgrass plants**

Power Up Bio-Modifiers can work in harmony with nature in maintaining a balance of essential nutrients and micro-organisms in the soil for optimum plant/soil health and growth.

These Bio-Modifiers actually stimulate biological activity in the plant/soil ecosystem, according to the people at Power Up. According to a press release, “By using these products, the percentage of seed germinated increases and time of germination increases.

“Over a period of time and controlled use, Power Up will enable your soil to release its hidden potential. Through a series of small advances in the soil composition, large life-changing modifications will occur.”

**Disposable earplugs, goggles hit market**

From Zee Medical, Inc. comes a disposable polyurethane foam earplug as well as a line of goggles in five styles.

The NRR III earplug has a noise reduction rating of 31 dB, is tapered and extra long and the company says is easy to insert and remove in any ear canal.

Vision Shield goggles are lightweight and made of PVC frames which Zee says are impact-resistant and comfortable.

The goggles are manufactured in two pieces with replaceable lenses and soft nose pieces. The line features perforated safety goggles, indirect vents and respirator fit to oversize goggles.

**Pesticide collection center holds 135 gal.**

From Justrite Manufacturing Co. comes a secondary containment storage system which encases two standard 55-gallon drums.

The system, made of molded medium density polyethylene, is 60 inches long by 34 inches wide. It stands 47 inches and weighs 105 pounds.

The container is equipped with a grating suspended over a 135-gallon capacity sump.

The top cover slides for easy access and lugs on the base allow for lifting with truck forks. The unit is designed to fend off rain water and is equipped with a lock.

**Spray-on soil stabilizer aids in erosion control**

A spray-on soil stabilizer is now available from Environmental Soil Systems, Inc.

Soil Master WR blends liquid copolymers to form a membrane capable of bonding topsoil and protecting against erosion.

Soil Master WR treatments can also help establish vegetation.

A thicker blend is used in soil erosion problems while thinner blends act as tackifiers in hydro-
seeding and mulching.

It is available in 55-gallon drums. Environmental Soil Systems says Soil Master WR is safe for the environment, as well as non-toxic and non-flammable. It can be used for planned residential communities and other commercial landscapes including parks and golf courses.
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New spreader versatile; easy on maintenance

From Gandy Co. comes a new 42-inch drop spreader which can be used in a variety of settings.

The Turf Tender spreader—on a three-point hitch mount—can accurately spread sand, salt or sodium chloride on ice, topdressing or granular pesticides with equal ease.

The hopper holds 3.5 cu. ft. of material. Internal rotors are powered by 12-volt electric motors and all controls can be led to the tractor seat area. The bottom is made of stainless steel and snaps off for cleaning.
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Equipment catalog full of newest gear

Witco Industries has released its 1991 landscape management equipment catalog. The 94-page guide features commercial equipment in heavy use settings including trench diggers, power sprayers and other big ticket items used at golf courses, cemeteries, schools and other landscape settings.

Witco says prices are competitive and all equipment comes with limited warranties.
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Landscaping tool line offers job flexibility

From V & B Manufacturing Co. comes a new line of landscaping tools the firm has dubbed “high tech designed” because of patents of the unique shapes and acclaim from industry experts.

The Groundbreaker series was engineered with nursery, landscaping and gardening in mind as well as construction work involving trenching.

The head designs are different than traditional past shapes, are made of lighter ductile iron and come in a mix of handle lengths for various situations.

The company says the nine tools will perform 18 different job functions.
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Granular pesticide lowers dust levels

From Rhone-Poulenc comes a granular formulation of Chipco Mocap 10G pesticide. The new form has reduced dust levels during application, the company says.

The pesticide can be applied between 50 and 200 pounds per acre, depending on the pest and has been used to control surface and subsurface insects such as white grub, mole cricket, chinchbug, black turfgrass atenius beetle, bluegrass billbug, sod webworm and nematodes.

After application, Chipco Mocap 10G needs watering or soil incorporation.
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continued on page 59
Spice up course with cedar accessories
From Green Pro, Inc. comes a line of cedar accessories for the golf course.
Among the company’s offerings are a tee box bench, wood waste container, soil and seed box and cooler stand.
The firm also manufactures a cedar log rack for the bag drop area. Green Pro says the accessories are maintenance free and competitively priced.

Heavy-duty sprayer takes on many tasks
From Automatic Equipment Manufacturing Co. comes the MC-50R model heavy-duty sprayer.
Features include a 50-gallon polyethylene tank, roller pump and suction hose connection for premixing chemicals.
The unit hitchs to a tractor and has a triple V-belt drive.

Spill containment pallets meet safety requirements
The Safe-T-Pallet from Safety Storage, Inc. of Hollister, Calif., complies with current regulatory agency requirements.
The pallets are designed to accommodate up to four 55-gallon drums or other types of containers weighing up to 5775 lbs. maximum storage capacity.

Features set washer apart from the pack
A new HydroBrush pressure washer line from Falkenberg, Inc. features engine sizes from five to 16 hp, power on demand throttle control idles and smooth start-up systems.
Falkenberg’s line also boasts of labor-saving power nozzles that give a zero degree nozzle spray with a 25 degree fan.
The company’s pressure washers also are equipped with fold-up handles and kick-down front braces as space savers during transportation.
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